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Last week's Projector carried an article by women's liberationist Barbara
Cadotte. In her article Ms. Cadotte
advocated women be given the individual choice of whether or not to keep the
baby growing within them. She favored unrestricted abortion at the discretion of the mother.
Ah, freedom of choice to direct one's
life. So ' it was meant to be. But, does
unrestricted abortion really serve the
cause of freedom? In my opinion, unrestricted abortion is, to quote Erich
Fromm, "escape from freedom".
Freedom, in any sense of the word,
means making a decision for one's
own good or whatever a person conceives that to be. But the responsibility
does not end there. One must be prepared to accept the consequences of
the act. It is one of these consequences
that I wish to consider now.
In unrestricted abortion, women are
not only avoiding their chance of accepting responsibility for their lovemaking, but they are offering the same

benefit to men. Men and women with
any kind of birth control and unrestricted abortion, won't have to worry about
taking the responsibility for creating
children. Open and free, sex loses its
traditional taboos and eternal sweetness to turn into emotional dust in the
mouths of both partners. For both now
have the freedom of facing the conse•
quences of their own actions.
One may aruge, with unrestricted
abOrtions, lovemaking can be uninhibited, careless, and free from worry.
But take the risk factor or accepting
responsibility for our actions from all
our decisions in life, and what do we
have left? We have an escape hatch for
everything. Life loses its challenge,
its opportunities for learning and
growth. Knowledge becomes a useless
pursuit when we can't apply it in a personally demanding, growth situation.
How much more terrible will it be applied to the sacred relationship between men and women in the realm of

civil view.
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letters
To: Poor George.
Rather than just let the subject of
the • honorarium die a long over-due
death, I feel a certain obligation to
clear up a few myths which you obviously still harbour, Mr G. Ewert,
concerning a number of things. Foremost you neglected to mention in
your heart-rending letter to the Editor
of last issue, that you are an ex-member of CMOR Student Radio. This, I'm
sure, helps explain to the readers at
least the cause of your complaint.
(Due to a miscalculation in space,
Mr Ewert's letter had to be shortened.
The Projector regrets that it deleted
by chance the fact that Mr Ewert was
formerly on the staff of CMOR radio.)
Now, secondly, had you done the very
minimum of checking before shooting
off your mouth, you would have discovered, lo and behold, the one person in
charge of awarding members of CMOR
Radio for service rendered over the
past year, was me and me alone - not
the Honorarium Committee. Thirdly,
the reason you are now an ex-member
of the station is precisely because of
that pitiful attitude that all year has
been quite evident to both myself and
to others -; that you expect to be rewarded every time you blow your nose which is simply not the case, old buddy.
You furnish further proof of your poor
attitude to the readers when you refer
to the administrative positions of
CMOR as the six "Big Shots".. It should
be quite clear by now, George, that it
is people like you who make others look
big. For instance, have you ever considered who does all the work at this
radio station? Let me see now, there is
the Music Director who records and
files our music library and fills in the
many open slots that crop up weekly,
among many other things.
There's the Production Manager who
does all of the production of advertisements, splices and transfers tapes, ar,ranges copy and special effects and
prepares daily programming sheets.
Oh yes, George, I almost forgot. He also takes one regular announcing shift,
the same as any one of our announcers.
The same as you used to, George.
Then, there's the Chief Radio Announcer who auditions and trains all
of the new announcers through a very
thorough and selective process (to insure the best possible sounds for the
student body who are forced to listen
to CMOR). He also enforces CMOR's
policies and regulations regarding
announcers' shows, as you are personally very aware, George. He is constantly trying to improve the radio staion's

wound through various means, all of
them adding up to something called
hard work. Oh, and George, he too puts
in the same (or more) air-time as you
used to.
Then, there is the Advertising Manager of CMOR, who instructs the sales
staff on who, what, where, and when
to sell CMOR advertising time. He is
responsible to me for 'keeping CMOR
advertising sales climbing and he performs very well. Under him, also,
comes the preparation of progress reports and collection of unpaid accounts.
Then there is the Assistant Manager,
who holds the same authority and conducts all business matters in my absence. His responsibility is quite large
indeed, and, oh eyes, he does the morning show 5 days a week, is on time
99 per cent of the time and never misses a show.
Then comes the Station Manager. I
am responsible for the whole show
George, like it or not, and obviously
you didn't, and that's why you were
"let go", as it were. Incidentally. my
award, much to your suprise I'm sure,
was decided upon by others - not by
myself. And though a couple of people
like you have tried their damndest to
slur the honor, I remain very proud
and grateful to the S.A. for the "thankyou" I was given at the Honorarium
Banquet by the many people present.
Anyway, let's see yes, that adds up
to six alright. Big Shots? Well if you
want to call them that, fine. Myself, I
refer to them as the working force behind the operation of CMOR and neither you nor anyone else can take away
from them the fine job that they have
done.
Fourthly, you make mention, George,
of all the "work" and "crap" the announcers here undergo and who do "not
even deserve honorable mention". If I
may, George, I'd like to take you back
to a radio meeting that took place
prior to the Honorarium Banquet. At
that time I told everyone present that
it was up to them to decide the "wheres
and whens" of our next CMOR staff
party and, at that time, I would be giving awards to each individual who had
worked with the radio for the better
part of the past year. The date of that
party has yet to be decided upon by the
staff here, which is hardly my fault,
but when it comes about, the awards
will then be presented. For, it goes
without saying, that I and many others
are truly indebted to everyone who has
'worked on this radio station and though
'there won't be any "$500" awards,
they will each receive a very handsdme
silver-plated
glass-bottom
pewter
mug with personal engravings, much

like the one you received, George,
just two weeks after your "dismissal".
What's that??? You don't recall that
meeting? Oh, that's right too. I remember now, you were one of two people
whO didn't show up.
My fifth point is that anyone selling
advertising for CMOR is entitled to a
commission on the sale, George, not
on the "gas money" spent in getting it.
I remember you telling me that that
' was fair when you asked me about it
several months ago, but I see you must
have forgotten your own judgement on
that matter, as you used that point in
your last letter to the Editor.
A sixth point I would like to make,
dear George, is that there was an "ordinary" announcer, who performed
the same duties as you used to, who
was honored at the banquet. Why him
and not you ??? Well, he never missed
a show, was always willing to help out
and, most important, he was one hell
of a pleasure to work with.
Do you think you understand a little
better now, George? I sure hope so,
because I do not want to impose upon
the editor of this paper for any more
space unless it is absolutely necessary.
That being the case then, I want to
thank you, George, sincerely, for expressing your concern and interest
and I extend an open invitation to you
to apply for a position on CMOR Radio in the early fall of next year. There
will be a new station manager in office then. a very good one indeed, and
perhaps you will have better luck with
him. However, knowing the man as I
do, and knowing him to have the same
sense of pride in accomplishment as I
have, I don't believe you will work out
well in this type of operation unless
you first, sir, clean up your act.
Sincerely,
Jim Rouse
Public Relations Director
And Station Manager
C & I Sales Course

To Future
C.W.C.R.A.L.
Members
Abortion is a hot issue whenever it is
discussed, however, the recent Projector article "Women Unite" (its
intent to scrounge up members fOr a
RRCC subsidiary group of the Canadian Women's Coalition to Repeal the
Abortion Laws) stooped to some of the
lowest propaganda methods we've seen
for sometime.
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Women who are "baby machines"
are that way because they, no one
else, have put themselves in that position.
Those women who are "forced to seek
out back-street butchers", or to bear
children they are economically, socially or mentally unprepared for should
be enlightened to the subject of birth
control, not given the "right" to cut
out their ignorance.
Any need for an abortion smacks full
of irresponsibility on the woman's part.
A responsible woman upholds life and
her past in its continuance among her
highest values. She has no need for an
abortion as she becomes pregnant
only when she is prepared to cope with
the situation.
Sincerely.
Janice Fay
Carla Wilgan
Chemical Technology

Dear Projector
Dear Projector:
I would like a retraction made concerning the interview with Saul Pressman. His opinion gives the idea that
the basic electronic servicing course is
useless. In the interview he says he did
not realize what the course was all
about. (All he wanted to do was to
build and repair amplifiers). In the
outline given at the registrar's office,
a description of the course states:
"To provide trained technicians to
meet the needs of industry to provide
competent technicians to service domestic electronic products".
Saul says that amplifiers are not
covered in detail. So far, 6 out of 8
months of the course have been spent
in amplifiers. (RF, Audio, Buffer,
Push-Paull RF Power). All of these
are amplifiers of one type or another.
Six out of 8 months is a lot on amplifiers. He also says that physics, communications, and mathematics are
useless. The first two are fair but the
field of electronics is almost all math.
Saul says he has to get here early to
get any equipment. The only thing he
did not mention is that he will use
only certain pieces of equipment if
someone else is using the items that he
wants, he will not use any of the other
equipment.
Personal comments from Saul give
the idea that from the beginning of the
year (September) he has not been interested in the course.
We members of the basic electronic
course would like this retraction in the
next issue of the Projector.
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H. Molotsky
Jim Bell
Ken Barkman
Bill Fox
Manuel Roch
Roy Regelous
Walter Mesojeunik
Henry Kasdorf

Dear Mr. Dalkeith
Dear Mr Dalkeith,
After reading your letter in the last
issue of the Projector, I've come to the
conclusion that you consider yourself
a part of the misunderstood majority.
I am referring. of course. to the 67%
of the students who didn't come out to
vote.
I can appreciate the situation you are
in, and others like you, but really, Mr
Dalkeith, do you think that people in
your situation. constitute any more
than 10 per cent of that 67 per cent?
It's been estimated that only 20 per
cent of the entire student body is in as
difficult a situation as yours. about 8
per cent have it worse, which leaves
72 per cent of the students having time
to vote.
It's those 72 per cent who have the time
to vote and don't, Mr Dalkeith, and not
your 20 per cent group about whom one
speaks as apathetic.
So please, don't get your back up at
Ms. Dorosh, Mr Haverluck or anyone
else who speaks about student apathy
. . . they aren't talking about you.
Penny Batula
Publications Director

Mr. Fred Dalkeith
I, like you, also feel that everyone is
entitled to their own views, so therefore, I would like to express my reaction to your letter to the Projector.
Speaking for myself, I would like to
state that I have never read of such
a cheap excuse for an apathetic student in my life.
Now Mr Dalkeith, I will admit that
i haven't been out in the world for ten
whole years as you have, but the five
years I have been out give me just as
much right to start shovelling the working bit as you.
Really Mr Dalkeith, I do expect a lit_tie more out of a mature adult than
someone crying the blues about going
to school plus being a "breadwinner".
To be honest, your little trials in life
do not impress me in the least.
I also go to school and work; but I
am still happy to be able to say that I
was interested enough in the institu-

tion which I, am attending to have at
least enough initiative to go out and listen to the Candidates and then vote.
You stated that you didn't.. have the
time to make an intelligent evaluation
of the Candidates. The question I would
like to ask you is, "Did you even try
or did you even consider the election
at all. or did you simply cast it off as
pure humbug?"
My personal feelings of your letter
show me that for a person your age,
you are not shaping up to the role that
you're trying to portray through the
letter you wrote to the Projector.
It also proves to me that there are
students like you around RRCC that
help bring about the apathetic attitude that we have here in this institution.
Charlie Webb,
Business Administration

Come to : Robert H. Smith School,
500 Kingsway Avenue, Monday, , May
14th, 8-11 p.m. Refreshments will be
served.
This is a follow-up workshop of the
evening discussion on Primary Education, where several concerns were expressed. After a presentation about
"How Children Learn" by Mr Keith
Cooper, parents and teachers of each
school will break into discussion groups
and plan how they can work in their
own schools, together.
Parents, come and express what you
would like of the school.
Teachers, come and share what you
would like of the home.
Sponsored by the River Heights local
of the Early Childhood Education
Council.

the college at large ■
FIREBUG AT RRCC

Yours sincerely,
Michelle C. Jahn
Ph. 888-5083

Dear Sir
In reply to the Editorial column of
the last issue of the Projector regarding the floor hockey game in which
Mery Anderson was injured. I wish the
Editor would learn all the facts before
making a comment. It seems that the
player who hit Mery had earlier received a minor penalty, misconduct,
and game misconduct. When ordered
off the floor by the referees he refused
until he was told that if he didn't leave,
the game would be forfeited to the opposition.
Consequently, our player left. When
another hassle broke out a few minutes
later, the referees intervened. It was at
this point that our player came back
onto the floor and assaulted Merv.
When order was restored, the game was
called and Mery then taken to the hospital. The payoff was that the player
who assaulted Mery was not even a student at RRCC. Therefore, please Mr
Editor, learn all the facts before making a comment.
Bill Kellas
C.A.P.

Dear Sir
Would you please print the following
announcement. Should you need further information, feel free to contact
the undersigned. Thank you.

Parents & Teachers
Let's all work together!
Come and find out how children learn.
How can we help?

The Civil Club held their tenth annual Ring and Mug ceremony on May 4
at the Ramada Inn. This year's ceremony was the best ever, according to
reliable sources, and was made possible mainly through the efforts of the
Civil Club executive. (They were Ervine Nehring, President; Bruce Billson, Vice President; Romeo Croatto,
Secretary - Treasurer, and Gerry Harrison, staff advisor.)
The evening opening with a dinner,
followed by the presentation of rings
and mugs by Glen Hermanson, Civil
Technology Department Head. Among
' lose receiving mugs and rings were
_,orna Foidart and Linda Granger, the
two women to be graduating from
the Civil Technology Department.
Following the presentation the students took the opportunity to thank the
instructors for their efforts and patience by presenting those present
with "Bobby Hull" floor hockey sticks
, in the hope that in the future there will
be less work and more play when the
team gets going. The floor was then
thrown open for dancing and WOW!
what a night.
The outgoing executives and the
graduating Civil Club members wish
to thank all those who supported their
functions and events throughout the
past . year and made this evening possible.

Six deliberately set fires at Red River Community College in the past
month causing over $400 in damage have
alarmed college and fire officials.
The series of blazes began early in
April, in building A, when a bulletin
board was ignited. Since then, the fires
have been confined to buildings E and
F.
On April 26, a fire was set in F 203.
One week later, on May 3, two fires
were simultaneously started; one, in
F 111 and one in E 104. The following
day, a fire in a student's car on the
scramble parking lot was discovered.
The fire completely destroyed the interior of a 1960 Pontiac. On May 8, the
sixth blaze took place in a vacant locker, E 1411.
The fire in E 104 caused the most
damage - at least $400 worth, according
to S.L. Ursel, district maintenance
supervisor for the Department of Public Works. A pile of computer cards inside a lectern set the lectern on fire.
Heat from the burning wood melted
and crumpled the plastic gratings over
the ceiling lights in the room.
The fire was• discovered by an unidentified female instructor, who
called for help. Doug Newton, a Clerical Bookkeeping instructor, grabbed a
fire extinguisher off the wall, put out
the fire, and dragged the smoldering
lectern outside. Firemen arrived on the
scene moments later.

While Mr Newton was extinguishing
the fire, someone put in a call to the
electrical staff. Three men were on
their way to assist him, via building F,
when they noticed smoke coming out of
F 111. They went in and extinguished a
blaze inside a cupboard full of newspapers. The contents of the cupboard
were destroyed.
A group of Creative Communications
students, who were in class next door,
had not seen or smelled any smoke. One
student commented, "We're lucky,
damed lucky, that those guys came
when they did."
The fires had failed • to set off any
automatic alarms. According to Mr Ursel, Red River has a smoke detection
system, but it only works when the
smoke becomes very thick. It also depends on how far away from the fire the
smoke detector is situated, he stated.
A manual alarm summoned firemen to
the building E fire, he added.
Little or nothing is known about who
is behind these fires. Referring to the
Building A blaze, Mr Ursel said, "there
was nothing controversial" on the bulletin board.
All rooms in buildings F and E are
now being locked when there are no
classes in them. Apart from this, nothing else can be done, says Mr Ursel.
The Fire Commissioner's Office is
investigating the fires.

by Val Ominski
Page
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else, have put themselves in that position.
Those women who are "forced to seek
out back-street butchers", or to bear
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control, not given the "right" to cut
out their ignorance.
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Saul says that amplifiers are not
covered in detail. So far, 6 out of 8
months of the course have been spent
in amplifiers. (RF, Audio, Buffer,
Push-Paull RF Power). All of these
are amplifiers of one type or another.
Six out of 8 months is a lot on amplifiers. He also says that physics, communications, and mathematics are
useless. The first two are fair but the
field of electronics is almost all math.
Saul says he has to get here early to
get any equipment. The only thing he
did not mention is that he will use
only certain pieces of equipment if
someone else is using the items that he
wants, he will not use any of the other
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Personal comments from Saul give
the idea that from the beginning of the
year (September) he has not been interested in the course.
We members of the basic electronic
course would like this retraction in the
next issue of the Projector.
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Really Mr Dalkeith, I do expect a lit-fie more out of a mature adult than
someone crying the blues about going
to school plus being a "breadwinner".
To be honest, your little trials in life
do not impress me in the least.
I also go to school and work; but I
am still happy to be able to say that I
was interested enough in the institu-

tion which I am attending to have at
least enough initiative to go out and listen to the Candidates and then vote.
You stated that you didn't..have the
time to make an intelligent evaluation
of the Candidates. The question I would
like to ask you is, "Did you even try
or did you even consider the election
at all, or did you simply cast it off as
pure humbug?"
My personal feelings of your letter
show me that for a person your age,
you are not shaping up to the role that
you're trying to portray through the
letter you wrote to the Projector.
It also proves to me that there are
students like you around RRCC that
help bring about the apathetic attitude that we have here in this institution.
fp .

Charlie Webb,
Business Administration

Come to: Robert H. Smith School,
500 • Kingsway Avenue, Monday, May
14th, 8-11 p.m. Refreshments will be
served.
This is a follow-up workshop of the
evening discussion on Primary Education, where several concerns were expressed. After a presentation about
"How Children Learn" by Mr Keith
Cooper, parents and teachers of each
school will break into disCussion groups
and plan how they can work in their
own schools, together.
Parents, come and express what you
would like of the school.
Teachers, come and share what you
would like of the home.
Sponsored by the River Heights local
of the Early Childhood Education
Council.

the college at large
FIREBUG AT RRCC

Yours sincerely.
Michelle C. Jahn
Ph. 888-5083

Dear Sir
In reply to the Editorial column of
the last issue of the Projector regarding the floor hockey game in which
Mery Anderson was injured. I wish the
Editor would learn all the facts before
making a comment. It seems that the
player who hit Mery had earlier received a minor penalty, misconduct,
and game misconduct. When ordered
off the floor by the referees he refused
until he was told that if he didn't leave,
the game would be forfeited to the opposition.
Consequently, our player left. When
another hassle broke out a few minutes
later; the referees intervened. It was at
this point that our player came back
onto the floor and assaulted Merv.
When order was restored, the game was
called and Mery then taken to the hospital. The payoff was that the player
who assaulted Mery was not even a student at RRCC. Therefore, please Mr
Editor, learn all the facts before making a comment.
Bill Kellas
C.A.P.

Dear Sir
Would you please print the following
announcement. Should you need further information, feel free to contact
the undersigned. Thank you.

Parents & Teachers
Let's all work together!
Come and find out how children learn.
How can we help?

The Civil Club held their tenth annual Ring and Mug ceremony on May 4
at the Ramada Inn. This year's ceremony was the best ever, according to
reliable sources, and was made possible mainly through the efforts of the
Civil Club executive. (They were Ervine Nehring, President; Bruce Billson, Vice President; Romeo Croatto,
Secretary - Treasurer, and Gerry Harrison, staff advisor.)
The evening opening with a dinner,
followed by the presentation of rings
and mugs by Glen Hermanson, Civil
Technology Department Head. Among
' lose receiving mugs and rings were
Foidart and Linda Granger, the
two women to be graduating from
the Civil Technology Department.
Following the presentation the students took the opportunity to thank the
instructors for their efforts and patience by presenting those present
with "Bobby Hull" floor hockey sticks
in the hope that in the future there will
be less work and more play when the
team gets going. The floor was then
thrown open for dancing and WOW!
what a night.
The outgoing executives and the
graduating Civil Club members wish
to thank all those who supported their
functions and events throughout the
past . year and made this evening possible.

Six deliberately set fires at Red River Community College in the past
month causing over $400 in damage have
alarmed college and fire officials.
The series of blazes began early in
April, in building A, when a bulletin
board was ignited. Since then, the fires
have been confined to buildings E and
F.
On April 26, a fire was set in F 203.
One week later, on May 3, two fires
were simultaneously started; one: in
F 111 and one in E 104. The following
day, a fire in a student's car on the
scramble parking lot was discovered.
The fire completely destroyed the interior of a 1960 Pontiac. On May 8, the
sixth blaze took place in a vacant locker, E 1411.
The fire in E 104 caused the most
damage - at least $400 worth, according
to S.L. Ursel, district maintenance
'supervisor for the Department of Public Works. A pile of computer cards inside a lectern set the lectern on fire.
Heat from the burning wood melted
and crumpled the plastic gratings over
the ceiling lights in the room.
The fire was' discovered by an unidentified female instructor, who
called for help. Doug Newton, a Clerical Bookkeeping instructor, grabbed a
fire extinguisher off the wall, put out
the fire, and dragged the smoldering
lectern outside. Firemen arrived on the
scene moments later.

While Mr Newton was extinguishing
the fire, someone put in a call to the
electrical staff. Three men were on
their way to assist him, via building F,
when they noticed smoke coming out of
F 111. They went in and extinguished a
blaze inside a cupboard full of newspapers. The contents of the cupboard
were destroyed.
A group of Creative Communications
students, who were in class next door,
had not seen or smelled any smoke. One
student commented, "We're lucky,
damed lucky, that those guys came
when they did."
The fires had failed to set off any
automatic alarms. According to Mr Ursel, Red River has a smoke detection
system, but it only works when the
smoke becomes very thick. It also depends on how far away from the fire the
smoke detector is situated, he stated.
A manual alarm summoned firemen to
the building E fire, he added.
Little or nothing is known about who
is behind these fires. Referring to the
Building A blaze, Mr Ursel said, "there
was nothing controversial" on the bulletin board.
All rooms in buildings F and E are
now being locked when there are no
classes in them. Apart from this, nothing else can be done, says Mr Ursel.
The Fire Commissioner's Office is
investigating the fires.
by Val Ominski
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Another Car
Burns In
Parking Lot
Ronald Krushel, first year technology student at RRCC was told by a
classmate in the elevator that his car
was on fire. He,laughed it off.
When around five different people
came up to him after that telling him
his car was on fire in the scramble
parking lot, Ron began to think that
maybe they weren't kidding. They
weren't.
Running outside, Ron found his 1960
Pontiac gutted. The interior of his car
Was completely burned out, the intense
heat of the fire cracking the rear windshield.
Standing beside Ron who had become somewhat of a celebrity because
of the fire, I listened to him comment
on the fire as the tow truck backed up
to his car to pull it to the nearest Autopac claims centre.
"I don't know what caused it," said
Ron. "I smoke but I didn't have one
this morning on the way to school."
Taking a fresh deck of Player's from
his shirt pocket, he added, "I didn't
buy these till I got to school."
As the tow truck slowly pulled his
burned out car across the crunching
gravel towards the exit Ron quipped
"And I just had it washed."
Ron Krushel's car is the second in
about as many weeks to catch fire and
burn out its interior in the scramble
parking lot. Both vehicle fires, by
coincidence, occurred in approximately the exact same spot in the parking lot.
Advice to the wary ., roll up your windows tightly. You don't want your car
used as an ashtray!
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1973-74 vending contract. Mr Joss said
the machines. which could mean an
outlay of $100.000 of student funds.. will
not be purchased this year.

•
4

S.A. Not To
Purchase
Vending
Machines
This Year
Viirgetito

There has been no final decision made '
by the Student Association to purchase
the vending machines on campus. Don
Joss, SA business manager, said the SA
was presently negotiating with CanteenVendomatic, the company who looks
after the machines on campus, for the
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The main reason for delaying the purchase decision, said Mr Joss. was because the members of the SA executive
were reluctant to sign any purchase contract which would leave them personally
liable to payment of the machines
should any problems arise. The present
SA executive were also unwilling to
commit the student association to such
a large purchase that would be binding
and cause a commitment of payments to
be put on the shoulders of future RRCC
student association executives.

Grad Pictures
Won't Go In
Yearbook
by Karen Hammond

At present, the student association
executive can be held liable for any
contract they sign on behalf of the SA.
This situation exists because the SA has
not been granted corporation status.
Mr Joss said, a lawyer acting on behalf of the SA executive was drawing
up a by-law that would give non-profit.
corporate status to the SA which would
free any future SA executive from any
personal liability to contracts they signed. The proposed by-law he said would
give RRCC similar status already awarded to Brandon University following ratification by the Manitoba legislature.
Each year the SA realizes a profit of
approximately $30,000 from the 49 vending machines located at RRCC, roughly
15 per cent of the total profits. Buying
the machines outright would, according
to figures released by a SA executive, allow the student association to realize a
profit of $436,555.00 after the first eight
years following purchase of the machines.
Myrna Clark. Vice-president of the.,
student association was vehemently
opposed to the proposed S.A. purchase
of the vending machines. "We're just
not set up to manage that kind of business," she said. She added, "we're
only seven students, a business manager, and a lawyer in our group and
we don't have the experience to look
after these employees needed to service the machines."
"Kids in the school," she continued,
"think we have time for doing all this but
if anything, we have less." Ms. Clark said
the student association wouldn't be able
to handle the vending service with their
present "harried" state. "They forget
who will have the time to run the whole
business."

Because of a very poor turnout of
grads to have their pictures taken for
the yearbook, Penny Batula. publications director at RRCC, has decided
that there will be no grad pictures in
the yearbook this year.
Miss Batula said that she and Fred
Brennan came to this decision because
only 1/7 of the grads had their pictures taken. This number was far too
small to put into the space that was allotted for them in the yearbook. The
small amount they had, she continued, would not make an attractive layout in the yearbook.
Miss Batula said there were two different times that the grads could have
had photos taken. The first week. National School Services was taking color
pictures. The grads who went to have
theirs taken, paid a $3 sitting fee and
could get an enlargement made on their
own. They were given a black and white
picture.
During the second week, NSS was
taking black and white pictures that
were to be used only for the yearbook.
There was no charge to the grads for
this service.
Turnout during the two weeks was
poor. From approximately 300 grads
in B.A., approximately 60 pictures were
taken, said Miss Batula. Some courses
had no pictures taken at all.
Miss Batula stated that there would
be some compensation made to the students who did have their photos taken
for the yearbook. NSS, which is also
publishing the yearbook, was two weeks
late in delivering the grad photos.
However, NSS has a contract with
the yearbook stating that for every day
they are late in returning pictures, the
yearbook will get another day to send
NSS yearbook material to be published.
She said that rather than take this
extra two weeks that would be coming
to the yearbook, they are going to get
the black and white pictures enlarged
to 5"x7" and give these to the grads
at no charge. These pictures will only
be given to grads who had their pictures taken for the yearbook.
Miss Batula said it was first decided
that grad pictures would be put in the
yearbook because last year none were
put in and there were a lot of complaints about that.
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Activities Director
Implements

In the past several months, we have
had several altercations and instances of
rowdiness, therefore, please, let us have
your co-operation.
•

New Rules
Because of recent troubles and
rowdiness occurring during the dances
and socials being held at RRCC in the
old gym, the student association has
deemed it necessary to impose tighter
restrictions in an attempt to control
guest behavior.
The following regulations will be effective immediately. They concern any
and all events sponsored by the Students' Association and for any of its suborganizations.
1) One member of the D.P.W. Staff
will be hired at a rate of $2.50 per hour
to be on hand during the event. This
move is necessary to prevent inconvenience or damage from spilled liquor,
broken glass and to keep washrooms
clean, etc.
2) Twenty dollars will be charged to
the organization for the purpose of cleanup in the morning after the event.
3) At least qne professional bartender
will be hired to work behind the bar.
4) At least five (5) members of the organization holding the event will be on
hand at the event to supervise and control the event. Their names will be submitted to the Activities Director of the
Students' Association at least one week
prior to the event.
5) The maximum people allowed into
the event (in the old, south gym) will be
set at 550 persons.
6) All persons admitted into the event
will be required to show a current or
past RRCC Students card. (Guests will
be allowed in with the holder of the card.)
7) Any penon who, in the opinion of
the organizers, is overly intoxicated.
shall be asked to leave the event by the
security officers present.
,
8) Security officers shall be hired
through the head security officer of the
College (Mr W. Johnson)'
9) Tickets must be sold at least one
week in advance. at outlets obvious to
all students.
10) To provide as much help as Possible, the organizers will assist the
DPW staff in setting up the gymnasium
for social events.
11) All phases of the Liquor Act must
be stringently adherred to.
12) Any violation of the above regulations will cause the club's or organizations' liquor licences to be cancelled
for the remainder of the YEAR.
I quite realize that these rules are
very tight and beaureaucratic. but in
order to hold successful events, they
must be adhered to.
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Sincerely.
Paul Fogg; Activities Director,
Students' Association

Day Care Centre
has Organizing

The panel members are going to be
Art Giesbrecht, representing the S.A. ;
Mary Warmbrod, instructor in child
care; Louise Thienpondt, stenography
student; Pat McTaggert, nursing student; Michelle Mason, child care student; and someone who is opposed to
the idea of a day care centre. The girls
have not decided who this person is to
be.

Honorariums
Committee

Problems

Defends Itself

The Day Care Centre proposed for
Red River College is suffering from
lack of organization.
Three students in diploma nursing
have added their bit of befuddlement to
the already muddled situation. Nancy
Betteridge, Esther Cybulski and Judy
Tatlow have twice tried and failed to
organize a panel discussion on the Day
Care Centre Problem.
Friday, May 4 was the date of the
first meeting. The girls booked the
tower lounge, printed posters, and arranged for the panel members to attend. However, they failed to set up a
P.A. system, neglected to get tables
and chairs, and they also forgot to
have the radio shut off in the lounge.
So it goes.
The three tried again Wednesday,
May 9. The speakers were ready, the
advertising had been done. . . they were
prepared to go ahead. . . except for one
thing - one tiny little detail that was
overlooked - they forgot to book the
lounge. It turned out that some business administration students had reserved the lounge for NHL hockey
player, Bob Leiter of the Atlantic
Flames; to speak to students.
So it goes.
But never fear. . . the girls have not
given up. They have tentatively scheduled another meeting for Wednesday,
May 14.
The panel discussion is to be part of
an assignment the nursing students
were given, said Dorothy Dick, one of
the course instructors. "It (the panel
discussion) was not as well organized
as it should have been," commented
Mrs Dick.
She said the project was to give the
students some practical experience and
to get them involved with people.
Nancy Betteridge said they wanted
to get the students of RRCC interested
in the proposed day care centre.
Judy Tatlow admitted that they were
poorly organized.

The Honorariums committee has
come under serious criticism from interested parties in how they doled out
the money to deserving parties as to
criteria they used for making the awards.
Here is their answer:
This is a rebuttal to unfair criticisms
made against the honorariums committee. The accusations made are based on
half truths. Now I, Mike Korpesho, on
behalf of the honorariums committee
am presenting the full truth.
-

b) Attendance at council meetings.
c) The effectiveness of their work on
committees?
d) Their ability to work with other
members of council as well as their attitudes and general performance on behalf of the S.A.
2) The Council:
a) Were they effectively serving the
members of his (or her) constituency on
council?
b) Did they make significant contributions to further the work of the
council?
c) Attendance at council meetings.
d) Willingness to participate at the
committee level?
e) Effectiveness of their committee
work?
f) General attitudes and overall interaction with the council and the Students'
Association?
3) S.A. Members:
a ) Did they make a contribution to the
Students Association and if so to what
extent?
b) Did they show a real concern as
well as displaying the concern through
positive action?
c) Their willingness to assist whenever
and wherever possible as well as general
attitudes that were reflected?
Basic Marking Scheme 0 5
0 Performance thoroughly unacceptable
1 Poor Performance
2 Average Performance
3 Above Average
4- Well Above Average
5 Outstanding Performance
Each individual was given due consideration during the marking process.
After a mark (from 0-5) had been assessed per name submitted, a general
review of all proceedings thus far was
made by the committee in question.
From there, values were attached to
the grade mark realized by each individual.
-

Respectfully submitted on
April 25, 1973 by :
Chairman : Mike Korpesho
Art Giesbrecht, Jim Rouse
Barry Twerdun, Eric Rawlings

OBJECTIVE:
To award students and members of
the Administration who have made a
significant contribution to the student
life of Red River Community College.
This committee examined the methods which had been used in the past
and found them unacceptable as they
reflected only the total amount of
money available and how many people
were eligible for consideration. There
was no method of guaging individual performance, i.e. whether their contribution was above average or minimum.
In order to improve on this method of
awarding honorariums, a system was devised whereby individual performance
could be assessed and rated.
The results of our examination can be
reflected in the following pages where
we will indicate what criteria were devised for making the award.
1) The Executive:
a) How effectively they carry out their
positions as executives as defined by job
descriptions?

Basic Marking Scheme
with Values Attached
0 A few laughs
1 A few boos
2 Certificates
3 Plaques
4 Plaques plus $50
5 Plaques plus $75 (Min.) - $500 Max.
Following this, a final over-all review
of all proceedings was made, at which
point certain individuals contributions
were re-assessed. A vote was taken and
the entire proceedings were passed unanimously. The committee was then dissolved—it's work completed.
The Honorarium Committee has new
certificates printed up of which there
are fifty or so left. They were designed
and lettered by Mr W. Fogg (144 Frasers
Grove). They were printed by Baker and
Sons Limited. '

Bookshelf

Teacher
Evaluation
Questionnaire
Planned for RRCC
by Garth Cramer
•••

A students' evaluation of instructors
questionaire could possibly be circulated throughout the college within the
next month, if all things proceed
smoothly for the two student organizers
of the idea.
Pat Robertson and Wayne Drury,
second year Creative Communication
students are working on a plan which
would allow students in the college to
express themselves through evaluation
of their instructors.
Although both admit that the plan is
still in its organizing stage, they are
optimistic that it will become a reality
before the end of the year. Since the
two students thought of the survey, the
plan has met with at least some approval by the Student Association Council
and the head of the Faculty Asssociation. Mr Gerry Garbutte.
The format of the form is now being
finalized. Mr Drury said they are trying to draw up a comprehensive questionaire that would not be longer than
one page. Being short, it would be
easier to duplicate. distribute and understand, he said. He added that shorter form would be filled out easily by
the students with a minimum amount
of time and effort.
Pat Robertson said that the next and
hardest step would be to decide on the
distribution system for the forms.
"There are so many ways you could do
it, that we have to decide which way
is the best way." Both students said
that they hoped the students and faculty
would become involved in this process.
Mr Drury said that from what he has
encountered the majority of the instructors appear to think that the evaluation is a good idea. He said that the results could be reviewed by the faculty
and in this way some instructors might
be able to better understand how their
students felt and could perhaps make
improvements where they were needed.
Before the questionaire is drawn up
and finalized the two students would
like to welcome any suggestions, comments or ideas that could be included in
the form. Ideas can be deposited in the
Projector Boxes located around the
college.
.

New in the
LRC
* How to locate these books see end of
list
The Cashless Society, by Robert Hendrickson
Audio-visual Methods in Teaching, by
Edgar Dale
Canadian Perspectives in Economics,
edited by John Chant
Lettera 4 a Standard Book of Fine Lettering, by Armin Haab and Walter
Haettenschweiler
The Social Dimensions of Work, by Clifton D. Bryant
The Economics of the Common Market,
by Dennis Swann
Giant Molecules ; the Technology of
Plastics, Fibres, and Rubber by Morris
Kaufman
4 Days, 40 Hours, Reporting a Revolution
in Work and Leisure edited by Riva
Poor
Building in Visual Concrete by Erwin
Heinle and Max Bacher
The Occult Conceit ; a New Look at Astrology, Witchcraft and Sorcery by
Owen S. Rachleff
The Rise and Decline of Fidel Castro
by Maurice Halperin
All-in-One Movie Book by Paul Petzold
Children's Games in Street and Playground by Iona and Peter Opie
Dress Optional ; the Revolution in Menswear by Rodney Bennet-England
Color Design in Photography by Harald
Mante
99 Electronic Projects by Herbert Friedman
Hoofprints and Hitchingposts. by Grant
MacEwan
The Fur-lined Mousetrap by C. Northcote
Parkinson
The Prefabrication of Houses by Burnham Kelly
The Fundamentals of Engineering
Drawing and Graphic Technology by
Thomas E. French and Charles J.
Vierck
The New Chastity and Other Arguments
Against Women's Liberation by Midge
Decter
Discipline without Tyranny ; Child
Training during the First Five Years
by Loren Grey
Labour Economics in Canada by Sylvia
Ostry and Mahmood A. Zaidi
* To locate any of the above books,
. consult ,the card catalogue, using either
the title or author file. The Call Number,
also the location number, is in the upper
left hand corner.
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Mr Asper further stated that the
NDP government is discouraging people
from entering Manitoba by entering, or
threatening to enter. private business.
He cited the example of the governmentrun insurance program, Autopac. He
said, "As long the government insists
on taking over private enterprises then
prospective Manitobans will not want to
come here to establish their own." •
The Liberal party. he said, is currently working on a "New Deal" for the
West which will include the establishment of 50,000 new jobs in Manitoba.
Mr Asper added that such a move will result in a 20-25 per cent increase in Manitoba's economy particularly through tax
gains and spending.

Asper after votes

Manitoba Liberal Leader
"Izzy" Asper Speaks
at RRCC
The leader of the Liberal party in
Manitoba has charged that the present
NDP government is "wasting" the tax=
payers' money through takeover of
private enterprises.
I. H. (Izzy) Asper was speaking Thursday, May 3 to about 50 Red River Community College students in the old gym.
He said that money needed for such
causes as Indian and Metis affairs and
•aid for the elderly cannot be found be•
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cause of the NDP's "mismanagement"
of public funds. Mr Asper pointed out
that since the NDP government took
over the Lord Selkirk, a Lake Winnipeg
cruise ship, they have lost $800.000 in
operational costs alone.
He added that the public's money
should not be risked in this manner and
that, "We don't need the government in
business in the first place."

He told the audience that Manitoba is
"cheating" itself out of jobs by shipping
raw materials out of the province for
processing. Manitoba silica sand. he
cited. is currently shipped to Lethbridge. Alberta to be made into glass.
There are 300 workers in the Lethbridge
plant, he said, and therefore 300 Manitobans who could be employed in the
operation. are not.
Mr Asper suggested that the tourist
industry in Manitoba be "opened up"
especially in the east side of the province. He said that a study made by
three independent research groups indicated that 30,000 new jobs would be
created by this move. Up to $100 million in potential tax would also be gained.
he said.
He proposed that Manitoba should
open trade offices around the world
whose main purpose would be to bring
new industries to the province. These
offices would employ teams of commissioned salesmen, he said, who
would persuade foreign interests that
Manitoba wants their industries. He
pointed out that Ontario has had an international trade team for almost a decade
and it has been very effective in attracting new industries to that province.,
He warned Winnipegers that if the
"migration" of people from rural to
urban areas continues at its present
rate. then in ten years 56.000 people
will have abandoned country life. Mr
Asper explained that the former rural
, dwellers will leave $100,000,000 worth of
housing behind. The government, he
said, will have to spend an additional
$423 million on urban housing for these
people. Since the government gets its
money from the taxpayer, he said, their
taxes will be increased to cover the extra
cost.
One way to overcome this impending
problem, he suggested. would be to establish more job opportunities in rural
areas.
Mr Asper finished his address by reminding the students that the next provincial election will be held in June.

Attorney
General
Mackling
Warns of
Consumer
Pitfalls

II
',

Al Mackling. Attorney General and
Minister of Consumer Affairs, told students in the RRCC black lecture theatre
Thursday, May 3. that the consumer
must be protected from the pitfalls of
the market place.
He said that in the past the market
place has operated on a "let the buyer
beware" basis. But, he said. the onus
must be shifted to "let the seller beware".
Mr Mackling said that the consumer
should have three fundamental rights.
They are : the right to be fully informed
about a product. the right to satisfaction,
and the right to redress if he is not
satisfied.
"Although these things are fundathey haven't -always been enforced in the past," he said.
He explained that the provincial goyernment has tried to ensure these rights
by amending the consumer protection
act, the privacy act, the county court act,
and the landlord and tenant act.
Most of the amendments are designed
to improve the public's position in mat-.
ters such as renting an apartment, buying on credit, and violation of privacy.
One of the changes that Mr Mackling
explained comes under the county court
act. It is the setting up of a small claims
court where people can settle claims of
up to $500. He said it will save people
time and money because they won't have
to hire a lawyer to take their claim to
court. He said there should be equal justice in
the hearing of claims. whether they are
for $100 or $10,000.
There will have to be more legislation
in consumer affairs, he said, but the
recent changes are giving the consumer
more confidence in the market place.
He said, "People are learning that they
can fight city hall."

Mackling at RRCC

Autopac Saves 15%
Autopac, according to Municipal Affairs Minister Howard Pawley, saved
Manitobans, on the average, 15 per cent
on their automobile premiums during
1971-1972.
The annual report of the Manitoba
Public Insurance Corporation presented
to the Legislature showed that $37,900,000
was received in automobile insurance
premiums. A comparative study showed
that under private insurance ratings,
motorists would have paid out $45,000,000.
Of this amount paid into the Autopac
fund, claims amounting to $31,400,000
were made and honored. After expenses
of operating Autopac, such as salaries,
and premium taxes to the provincial
government were subtracted from the
remaining monies, Autopac wound up

with a net profit of $1,709,800 of which
$1,000,000 was set aside for unreported
claims.
Headquarters for Autopac are now
located in Brandon. Three specially designed claims centres are now being
built in Winnipeg. Other claims offices
are located in Brandon, Dauphin, Portage la Prairie, Selkirk, and Thompson.
Adjusters also travel from these offices
to service rural communities on a regular basis.
A special system of investing premiums received by Autopac within a
prescribed period, enables the corporation to keep insurance premiums as low
as possible by using the interest to cover
cost of operations. In 1972 this interest
was $1,600,000.
Autopac has been in operation since
November 1, 1971.
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Your friendly Credit Union Staff offers you prompt, courteous,
accurate financial service here, right on Campus. Your Credit Union
a very sensible choice.

RENT

new arrivals
for spring `73

—

Amazing what FORMAL WEAR
can do for a guy.

WHAT'S YOUR MONEY DOING DOWNTOWN?

Gets you that great little corner
table with a view.

It's probaly sitting in a bank that closes at three o'clock
every day but Friday, when it closes at five.
Your College branch of the Co-Operators Credit Union
is open until five o'clock every day of the school week.
Why waste • a noon-hour going downtown to get money
when you can get it here after your classes and for the day,
or whenever you have two minutes to spare?
Dealing with a credit union makes good sense. It's easy,
it's fast, it's convenient.
Your Credit Union. Try it. It doesn't hurt.
What is your money doing downtown, anyway?

An extra olive for your Martini.
Your car at the front door in record time.

Get in on the AFTER SIX
ACTION. Rent a tux from us'
BEFORE JUNE 8th and get your
tux for GRAD on JUNE 29th AT
A 10% DISCOUNT.

t

NOW AT

(next to the Crazy Ox)

aen dross

MALLABAR'S
361 Hargrave St.
Ph. 943-4506

Hoping for your name on the door
someday?
Name on the door! Carpet on the floor! It can happen to you. Just
keep your nose to the flintstone -- keep sparking with those
bright ideas. Meanwhile, consider a really brilliant idea from your
New York Life Representative. It's modern life insurance for college students. It offers excellent protection now for the benefit
of your parents and, later on, for the family you'll have. What's
more, this life insurance can provide the ready cash (no questions
asked) you may one day need to convert one of your bright ideas
into a going business. Speak with your New York Life Representative before the term ends) There's no obligation, and someday
you will be glad you didl

Gordon Shawn CIS.
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
TELEPHONE

942-2266

alwallors

The RRCC Student's Association presents the

Grad's Farewell '73"
DINNER AND DANCE
to be held at the Marlborough Hotel, Skyview Ballroom
on June 29th, 1973
Featuring: FAMILY BAND
Time: 5:30 p.m. till 3:00 a.m.
Dress: Semi-formal
Tickets: $10.00 per couple
Tickets to be sold to grads only until June 15th, 1973, after which sales will be opened to any RRCC
students. Tickets available at the student association office starting May 18th.

GET YOURS EARLY!

Graduate of Red River Community
College Million Dollar Producer

And an inside track with that
groovy little bird next door.

CO-OPERATORS CREDIT UNION LIMITED
(just seconds away)

Co-operators Credit Union

AN
ADVENTURE

ST. BONIFACE FLORISTS
SPECIAL
GRADUATION OFFER
for
RED RIVER STUDENTS
ONLY

Frames for your
every mood
from

order your corsages and boutonnieres
from us before JUNE 8th and we'll have
them ready for you on JUNE 29th for
your GRADUATION at the
MARLBOROUGH hotel.

AND
YOU'LL GET THEM AT A 15%
DISCOUNT OFF OF REGULAR PRICE
PHONE US
668-1272
84 Hespeler Ave.
east of the Redwood Bridge

Stevvart ALKing
225 Vaughan Street
942-5332

and

270 Edmonton Street
942-6195

10% off prescription glasses for all Red River College students
with student cards.
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Hare Krishna
People Spread
Faith
by John A. Laplume
The ,Hare Krishna religious movement offers a genuine purpose to life
besides eating, sleeping, mating and
defending, according to Subaldas
Swami, leader of a six-man Krishna
group who have just arrived in Winnipeg.
During an interview at Red River
Community College, Subaldas Swami,
who prefers to be called "His Holiness", said that devotees to Krishna
are offered definite solutions to the
problems of birth, death, disease and
old age. A Krishna follower is endowed with "peace of mind, inner happiness, spiritual knowledge and a whole
new lifestyle", he said.
His Holiness described the Krishna
religion as being a total devotion to the
"Supreme personality of Godhead"
utilizing the art of yoga to get in touch
with Krishna through love and devotion. He added that Krishna is the supreme power in the universe and first
appeared on earth over 5,000 years
ago in India.
The swami, who has been travelling
across Canada and the United States
visiting colleges
and universities,
said that his group is appearing on behalf of A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada, the head of the Krishna
faith here on earth. Swami Prabhupada is credited with having initiated
over 3,000 disciples to the Krishna cult.
Subaldas Swami claimed that there
are millions of people who practice
Hare Krishna, with the bulk living
in India. He added that the movement
is financed primarily by donations, income from some of the married male
members and revenue derived from the
sale of incense. Most of the revenue is
used towards the building of Krishna
temples. There are about 100 of these
located *throughout the world, three in
Canada located in Toronto, Montreal
and Vancouver, he said. The swami
hopes that one may soon be built in
Winnipeg.
The Krishna followers, who are recognized by their shaved heads except
for a small scalplock, painted forehead
and nose and shawl-type apparel, are
not "as concerned with external ap-
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pearances as they are with inner consciousness," the swami said. Spiritual
- insight, he continued, is the key to • a
fulfilling life.
The swami emphasized that the.
Krishna faith is not trying to secure
converts, rather it is striving to awaken the • Western World by the use of
chanting and meditation for • the purpose of experiencing transcendental
sound vibrations which will affect consciousness.
Subaldas Swami, a native of New
York, became aware of the Krishna
movement six years ago in San Francisco. He said that his religion has
solved all of the problems he has encountered in life and recommends it
to anyone who is searching for "perfection in life". He pointed out that an
individual need not give up his westernstyle way of life to join the Krishna
faith but added that a true devotee
must make certain concessions if he
desires to become fully dedicated to
the renounced order of Krishna life.
A fervent disciple of Krishna is required to abstain from • all forms of
meat eating, including fish and eggs;
he must not use any forms of intoxicants or stimulants, including drugs,
alcoholic beverages. coffee, tea or tobacco products ; he must not indulge
in any illicit sex (that which is outside
of marriage. believing that sex is for
the sole purpose of procreation); he
must renounce all forms of gambling,
including speculative business ventures ; and he must be prepared to give
up all "frivolous" sports such as baseball, hockey or any others.
The swami maintained that a fervent disciple of Krishna does not need
any forms of entertainment in his life
because he . does not have any spare
time. "There's even variety in Krishna consciousness to keep us busy 24
hours a day," he said. He stressed
that "the faith is an enjoyable process
and not something that is distasteful
that you want to take a break from."
Subaldas Swami said that Krishna
followers adopt a communal lifestyle
but are allowed personal belongings.
"We are not trying to stop material
life," he said, "but we are trying to
properly utilize all material things in
the service of Krishna."
The swami said that he has spoken
with many priests and ministers, representing different faiths andreligions, who are very favorable towards
the Krishna cult because "they see
that we are doing what they are failing to do. We're capturing the minds
of so many young people and impressing them with means of God realization when so many of them are actually
turning away from the traditional religious' values of life that have been
taught by their parents." He added

that today's youth is greatly interested in Krishna movement because it
offers "a positive alternative" - a
peaceful, joyous lifestyle with a. complete philosophy behind it.
Asked how his family felt about the
Krishna faith, the swami replied,
"Well, my mother said that she was
chanting hard:"

When Those
Above Me Fall
When those above me fall,
Their images disappear,
And reality's stark call
Bares witness to my fear's.
There, resting on dried leaves
Lies an aged principle,
Peter, -Seemingly moved by instinct.
His gnarled fingers thumb
Through the decayed pages
Of his. new position.
But he has forgotten!
Forgotten to be kind;
Forgotten how to love;
Under his weary watch,
They have settled for less.
My dear father
Whose image has not changed,
Became human one day, bless him.
That day, he became real to me.
But those now above
Have lost hope,
Have lost love,
When, in their chance to be living
They choose to survive above all else.
And even stars falling have beauty,
They come from the heavens
That birthplace of truth,
And, in a moment, the eye beholds.
But we are human;
Flesh is weak;
Prone to error, so to speak,
And the gravest of those
Would be unkindness
To continue on a narrow path
When smitten with human blindness.

I pray that you'll be kind,
Not only in passing,
But make good your common goal,
For although your position
Makes hard your decision,
Let this not harden your call,
And make others look in fear
Lest you fall.

Bob Hayes
Instructor
Drafting Department

entertainment
MOVIES

Scorpio
Directed by Michael Winner
Scorpio will fill the theatre. The house
won't be packed, but the film will sell
enough popcorn and make enough
money. And then it will die...quietly.
Its death will be as realistic as the many
deaths of the people on the screen were
real...with just the right amount of
blood...just the right amount of anguish.
At least the film is honest. The people
all really do seem to die; not like in the
older movies. And if you like your bullets.
blood and international espionage, then
Scorpio is worth seeing.
It's the story of Cross, Mr Cross, who
works for the CIA. But they don't trust
him anymore...they think he's informing
to the Russians. So Cross, played by Burt
Lancaster, dons a priest's costume and
runs.
Meanwhile, the man he's trained in the
spy business is called in by the CIA. His
name is Scorpio. He's played by Alain
Delon and he's asked, very politely, and
with just the right amount of spy-type
violence thrown in, if he'll kill Mr Cross.
Of course he accepts, and the chase, or as
the poster outside the theatre says, "The
greatest manhunt of them all" begins.
I always want to doubt superlatives like
`the greatest', but then who am I to say
it isn't? After all, I've never been on any
super spy chases hopping from country to
country, so just maybe it really is just
what it claims.
But the film does keep one interested..,.
if not on the edge of one's seat, at least
no one slouched back and slept. The action is fast and the director, Michael Winner, keeps all the actors moving, especially the stunt men during the jumping and falling and shooting of the inevitable foot chase.
This one takes place in a tunnel construction site and here is where you really have to tax your imagination. Cross
gets shot in the stomach... but he still
manages to outrun the Scorpio and
another spy who are chasing him, walk
away from an exploding tower that collapses conveniently just after he jumps
from it, and climb to the top of the
crane's platform and throw one of the
bad spys down to his death on the concrete floor.
Maybe there's a reason for it...maybe
it adds imi)act.:.but the camera doesn't
swerve from that scene until we see the
bad spy bounce beloW. I wonder if the

director thought it created just the right
image that he wanted?
Scorpio does have its better moments...
like when Paul Scofield as the Russian
spy and Mr Cross get together in the
Russian's Viennese apartment for a
long drunk. The two friends stumble
about and bemoan the fact that spying
just isn't what it used to be. What with
the younger spies caring only for efficiency and nothing for the American
and Communist ideals, the two of them
decide that the only difference between
the tactics of the KGB and the CIA is the
language barrier.
Actually you're probably better off at
home...popping your own popcorn in
front of a fireplace. Besides...it tastes
better.
Ernest Dyck

Brother Sun. • •
Sister Moon
Directed by Franco Zeffirelli
by Ernest Dyck

.

Franco Zeffirelli directed Romeo
and Juliet, the tragic story of young
love, and he also directed 'Brother 'Sun
. . . Sister Moon'. I went into the theatre where it's playing expecting another love story. .. the love between two
very young people, very innocent people. But that's not what this film is
about.
Francesco is young and in love and
indeed very innocent as is Clare, but
their love is not so much for each other as it is for god. This is the story of
Francis of Assisi, a man who throws
off his rich merchant father's wealth,
his position and even his very clothes
to found an order of priests.
Francesco, played by Graham Faulkner, returns to his father's home after
being wounded in the Crusades. The
young man recuperates from his
wounds by wandering about his father's estate watching the birds. . . and
flowers. , . and the poor.
He watches just how the poor are
treated by the lords and merchants who
make them work — until they are dead.
He sees how the rich sit in the church
around him dressed all in their fine,
stiff robes. . . so stiff that they can
barely move. He sees the poor. . . huddled at the back of the church where
they are out of the way and where the

rich merchants ,won't be bothered by
their bleeding and their smell.
The young rich man is moved by all
that he sees. He's moved to live as they
do. . . to live as a beggar. The incredible pomposity and extravagant splen •
dour of the established church are too
much for him and he feels that in order
to be free. . . in order for all to be
free, one must throw off the finery, the
decoration and live simply. He does,
as do his followers and Clare, the Sister Moon, played by Judi Bowker.
Now, to the sophisticated modern
audience, the 007 and the Mannix audience, this is a pretty soft story to have
to watch. I get the feeling that Zeffirelli was well aware of the cold and near
emotionless North American audience
he had to deal with because, in fact,
the film does get carried away in rather obvious symbolism, implausible action and some soap opera emotion. But
this does have the effect of piercing
the popular brain that's been bred on
popcorn westerns and violence.
The film so holds together - the actors, the sets, the costumes the story,
all work so very well - that Zeffirelli's
hands can be seen throughout the film,
guiding it into its lyrical and rather
inspiring final shape. Brother Sun. . .
Sister Moon is worth seeing, even as a
refreshing counterbalance to the very
regular, very boring Joe Mannix.

REC RE
Lark's Tongues
in Aspic
KING CRIMSON (ATLANTIC)

Here they are again! • King Crimson,
the kings of electric rock and jazz,
have brought forth a fifth album.
Larks Toungues in Aspic is another step
forward for King Crimson and although
it is redundant to speak of their flexibility and versatility, they've really
demonstrated their peculiar talents with
full force on this album.
At the risk of sounding like a corny
philosopher, King Crimson is not just a
group, but a constant outlet for creative
artists.
No matter what musical background a
musician has, he is always at his best in
this group. In this album, lyricist Peter
Sinfield has gone but Bill Bruford on
drums and John Wetton, former bass
•
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player with Family (they really get
around, don't they?) have joined the
group to add new musical ideas.
Robert Fripp, guitarist and mellotron, is the only original member from
the group. New member David Cross is
featured constantly throughout the
album on violin, viola and mellotron.
They have also concentrated more
on percussion on this album than any
previous work and besides their regular
drummer, Jamie Muir has been added
to the group as percussionist.
John Wetton handles all the vocals
although there are considerably less on
this album than in the past. Of the six
songs on the album; Book of Saturdays,
Exiles and Easy Money feature Wetton
as lead vocalist.
King Crimson is the forerunner of
Yes, Emerson, Lake and Palmer, McDonald and Giles, Pink Floyd and
many others. And comparatively, they
put them all in the sandbox. Not because of technical perfection, but just
the simple (?) ability to perform firstclass, entertaining and meaningful music.
The collage of strings, horns, percussion and electronics is hypnotic.
Their material ranges from bizarre to
beautiful (in their case it's really one
in the same) and without becoming just
another "heavy", "get your rocks off"
British rock group incapable of anything but garbage, they can make your
hair stand on end.
Well, I suppose that doesn't really tell
you what they sound like or much about
the album but it is an insight into how
they sound. Which, in my opinion, is better than telling you about "this clever
guitar solo" or that "intricate drum
pattern" or that it sounds like "a bit of
so-and-so with a touch of what's his
name." It really becomes meaningless
after awhile and therefore it really
doesn't mean a thing unless you've
heard the album.
But, if you're willing to take a chance
on something truly creative, carefully
prepared and yet not spoiled by rigid
perfection, Larks Toungues in Aspic will
not disappoint you. The feeling King
Crimson creates from album to album
is, in itself, a treat.

Was I Obscure?
I received a criticism recently accusing me of reviewing music that was
"obscure" and "outdated".
All I can say is I'm amazed at whoever wrote last issue's record reviews.
How could he hear Deep Purple and
Humble Pie with his fingers in his ears?
Then again, with his fingers in his ears,
it probably didn't sound half bad.
Yes, most of the material I write about
is "obscure" and that is why I write
about it. It's my attempt at informing
Pana
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somebody (if only one person) that
there is some good music around besides the run-of-the-mill predictable
stuff we hear on the FM stations, parties
and music stores.
As far as out-dated goes, so what?
I'd rather hear about something older
rather than something new which completely lacks in creativity, is repetitive
and worst of all, boring. I hope I'm not
being naive in saying I believe a fair
number of people would agree.

-

Winnipeg Theatre
is
Lunch Hour Theatre
30 minute plays at
12:10 and 1:10
Monday to Friday
at
138 Portage Avenue East
(across from the. Winnipeg Inn)
Admission: $1.00 adults, 50c children
Telephone: Box office 947-1097
Gen. office 947-0345

Cre. Com. TV. Play
termed "good"

Bring your lunch

1. TUESDAY, MAY 22, .1973,

in the Black Lecture

Theatre, at noon
Speaker:
L A. Bateman, Chairman, Manitoba Hydro
2. TUESDAY, MAY 29, 1973, in the Black Lecture
Theatre, at noon
Speaker: Member of Dept. of Civil Engineering,
University of Manitoba (to be confirmed)
these lectures have been arranged by Dr. G. B. Garbutt, Instructor of Chemical Technology at RRCC. Watch the bulletin boards for further details.

by Murray Pura
"The Babysitters", an original play
written and directed by Ken Mahaffy,
is one of the best productions to come
out of first year Creative Communications this term, according to television
instructor Neil Harris.
The five-minute play, which has no
talking. merely a musical soundtrack
with honky-tonk flavor, employs only
five actors. Linda Mlodzinski is featured as the eleven-year-old girl, Sheila
Breen plays the girl's mother, Doug
Decker and Ken Ewchuk give us their
own version of Laurel and Hardy, and
Murray Pura plays the girl's kid brother who comes home in time to scare the
babysitters off.
The whole television production is
carried off in the best tradition of the
old silent comedies. The camera shots
are timed to the rhythm of the banging piano, just like in The Silent Era,
and the actors conduct themselves in
the overly expressive manner of the
comedians of that age. Ken Ewcuk
even gets whipping • cream in the face,
a slapstick touch which is perfect for
the show.
"It turned out pretty good," said Mr
Mahaffy. "It wasn't perfect. . . it could
have been better. . . but I'm pretty
happy."
Mr Neil Harris, who will grade Mr
Mahaffy on the production, was very
pleased with the final shooting of the
play. He said it was different from
most of the other student productions
because it called for more complicated
camera work and more creativity and
orginality in switching and mixing the
camera shots.
"But all in all it turned out really
good," he said. "There were a lot of
lessons to be learned in making a production like this, but they pulled it off
prSty well."
Mr Mahaffy's next production will not
likely be shot until next fall.

Two Lecturs about Manitoba .Hydro's
Development in the North are to be open
to all interested individuals at RRCC

Now is the season for
Weddings, Passports,
Graduation Pictures
Highest Quality Proofs
and ENLARGEMENTS
at VERY REASONABLE
PRICES
PHONE S. W. Stoller
586-7580

Venereal
Disease
In 1971, there were about two million
cases of gonorrhea and 100,000 cases of
infectious syphilis in North AmeriCa.
Shocking? Not really ; the figures are
rising all the time.
Prevention is not easy to establish.
A condom is helpful for fighting gonorrhea but not necessarily in syphillis
where any open chancre (sore) may be
a source of infection. Medical help
should be sought immediately if any
signs or symptoms are noticed in order
to prevent spread as much as possible.
GONORRHEA: How is it spread? 11

•

Bring Back
A Book Week
May 22-25
Overdue, forgotten,
lost, stolen
Return your books
No fines
No questions
Drop boxes located in
various areas
throughout the college

By vaginal, anal or oral-genital
sexual intercourse. It is impossible to
catch gonorrhea from toilet seats, towels, door knobs or any other inamiiiate
objects.
Symptoms in men: Onset about three
to five days after sexual intercourse
with an infected partner. The idischarge may be white or yellow, creamy,
thick discharge seeping out of the opening of the penis. There may be pain
and burning during voiding.
Symptoms in women: 80 per cent of
infection women do not have symptoms. They. may have burning while
voiding or a yellow-green vaginal discharge.
Complications : If untreated, sterility, heart problems, arthritis, blindness in new born babies if the mothers
are infected.

Treatment: See your doctor. He will
probably give you a shot of an antibiotic.
SYPHILLIS: How is it spread?
Same as above. By vaginal, anal
(Homosexual), oral genital, sexual
intercourse.
Symptoms - things to watch for: The
first sign is usually a sore' which appears 12-40 days after the syphillis
germs enter the body. It appears at
the point the germs entered the body
(usually the sex organs) and lasts
about a month. This results in a chancre. It may look like a pimple, blister,
or open sore. This sore will go away
but the germs do not. If not treated,
secondary signs may show three to six
weeks after the first sore. This may be
a rash on any part of the body (raised
bumps of different sizes), sores in
mouth, fever, headaches, sore thorat,
falling hair. Any or all ' of these signs
may be slight and eventually will go
away. However, the. person will still be
infected with the syphillis germs.
Complications : If untreated, sterility, heart problems, arthiritis, blindness in new born babies if the mothers
are infected.
Treatment: See your. doctOr. He will
probably give you a shot of an' antibiotic.

Complications : If not treated, it will
cause blindness, insanity. heart disease, paralysis or deformity. Could
take from five to 20 years until the
problems show up.
Treatment: Same as for gonorrhea.
If you find out that you have V.D.,
it is your responsibility to inform all of
your contacts, so that they can seek
medical help immediately.

Places to go for help: Clinic - 567
Broadway - 786-7411; Mount Carmel
Clinic - 120 Selkirk - 586-8086; Any
emergency department at any hospital.
There are pamphlets and V.D. handbooks at the Health Science.

Gisele Pelletier
Linda Mach
Diploma Nursing'

Special
Diets
Are you a diabetic? Do you have ulcers
or some other problem (other than overweight) that requires you to have a
special diet?
We are attempting to find out what
problems you are having at the college
with your special dietary needs.
If you have a dietary problem such as
these would you jot down your suggestions or comments. Do the college
cafeterias, have the type of food you require?

Please leave these comments at the
Student Association office by May 22,
1973.
Corine McKenzie
Jacqueline Nault
Diploma Nursing
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player with Family (they really get
around, don't they?) have joined the
group to add new musical ideas.
Robert Fripp, guitarist and mellotron, is the only original member from
the group. New member David Cross is
featured constantly throughout the
album on violin, viola and mellotron.
They have also concentrated more
on percussion on this album than any
previous work and besides their regular
drummer, Jamie Muir has been added
to the group as percussionist.
John Wetton handles all the vocals
although there are considerably less on
this album than in the past. Of the six
songs on the album; Book of Saturdays,
Exiles and Easy Money feature Wetton
as lead vocalist.
King Crimson is the forerunner of
Yes, Emerson, Lake and Palmer, McDonald and Giles, Pink Floyd and
many others. And comparatively, they
put them all in the sandbox. Not because of technical perfection, but just
the simple (?) ability to perform firstclass, entertaining and meaningful music.
The collage of strings, horns, percussion and electronics is hypnotic.
Their material ranges from bizarre to
beautiful (in their case it's really one
in the same) and without becoming just
another "heavy", "get your rocks off"
British rock group incapable of anything but garbage, they can make your
hair stand on end.
Well, I suppose that doesn't really tell
you what they sound like or much about
the album but it is an insight into how
they sound. Which, in my opinion, is better than telling you about "this clever
guitar solo" or that "intricate drum
pattern" or that it sounds like "a bit of
so-and-so with a touch of what's his
name." It really becomes meaningless
after awhile and therefore it really
doesn't mean a thing unless you've
heard the album.
But, if you're willing to take a chance
on something truly creative, carefully
prepared and yet not spoiled by rigid
perfection, Larks Toungues in Aspic will
not disappoint you. The feeling King
Crimson creates from album to album
is, in itself, a treat.

Was I Obscure?
I received a criticism recently accusing me of reviewing music that was
"obscure" and "outdated".
All I can say is I'm amazed at whoever wrote last issue's record reviews.
How could he hear Deep Purple and
Humble Pie with his fingers in his ears?
Then again, with his fingers in his ears,
it probably didn't sound half bad.
Yes, most of the material I write about
is "obscure" and that is why I write
about it. It's my attempt at informing
Pangs
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somebody (if only one person) that
there is some good music around besides the run-of-the-mill predictable
stuff we hear on the FM stations, parties
and music stores.
As far as out-dated goes, so what?
I'd rather hear about something older
rather than something new which completely lacks in creativity, is repetitive
and worst of all, boring. I hope I'm not
being naive in saying I believe a fair
number of people would agree.

Cre. Com. TV. Play
termed "good"

Winnipeg Theatre
is
Lunch Hour Theatre
30 minute plays at
12:10 and 1:10
Monday to Friday
at
138 Portage Avenue East
(across from the Winnipeg Inn)
Admission: $1.00 adults, 50c children
Telephone: Box office 947-1097
Gen. office 947-0345

Bring your lunch

1. TUESDAY, MAY 22, 1973,

in the Black Lecture

Theatre, at noon
Speaker: Mr L. A. Bateman, Chairman, Manitoba Hydro
2. TUESDA Y, MAY 29, 1973, in the Black Lecture
Theatre, at noon
Speaker: Member of Dept. of Civil Engineering,
University of Manitoba (to be confirmed)
these lectures have been arranged by Dr. G. B. Garbutt, Instructor of Chemical Technology at RRCC. Watch the bulletin boards for further details.

by Murray Pura
"The Babysitters", an original play
written and directed by Ken Mahaffy,
is one of the best productions to come
out of first year Creative Communications this term, according to television
instructor Neil Harris.
The five-minute play, which has no
talking, merely a musical soundtrack
with honky-tonk flavor, employs only
five actors. Linda Mlodzinski is featured as the eleven-year-old girl, Sheila
Breen plays the girl's mother, Doug
Decker and Ken Ewchuk give us their
own version of Laurel and Hardy, and
Murray Pura plays the girl's kid brother who comes home in time to scare the
babysitters off.
The whole television production is
carried off in the best tradition of the
old silent comedies. The camera shots
are timed to the rhythm of the banging piano, just like in The Silent Era,
and the actors conduct themselves in
the overly expressive manner of the
comedians of that age. Ken Ewcuk
even gets whipping • cream in the face,
a slapstick touch which is perfect for
the show.
"It turned out pretty good," said Mr
Mahaffy. "It wasn't perfect. . . it could
have been better. . . but I'm pretty
happy."
Mr Neil Harris, who will grade Mr
Mahaffy on the production, was very
pleased with the final shooting of the
play. He said it was different from
most of the other student productions
because it called for more complicated
camera work and more creativity and
orginality in switching and mixing the
camera shots.
"But all in all it turned out really
good," he said. "There were a lot of
lessons to be learned in making a production like this, but they pulled it off
pretty well."
Mr Mahaffy's next production will not
likely be shot until next fall.

Two Lectures about Manitoba ,Hydro's
Development in the North are to be open
to all interested individuals at RRCC

Now is the season for
Weddings, Passports,
Graduation Pictures
Highest Quality Proofs
and ENLARGEMENTS
at VERY REASONABLE
PRICES
PHONE S. W. Stoller
586-7580

Venereal
Disease
In 1971, there were about two million
cases of gonorrhea and 100,000 cases of
infectious syphilis in North America.
Shocking? Not really ; the figures are
rising all the time.
Prevention is not easy to establish.
A condom is helpful for fighting gonorrhea but not necessarily in syphillis
where any open chancre (sore) may be
a source of infection. Medical help
should be sought immediately if any
signs or symptoms are noticed in order
to prevent spread as much as possible.

GONORRHEA: How is it spread?

Bring Back
A Book Week
May 22-25
Overdue, forgotten,
lost, stolen
Return your books
No fines
No questions
Drop boxes located in
various areas
throughout the college

By vaginal, anal or oral-genital
sexual intercourse. It is impossible to
catch gonorrhea from toilet seats, towels, door knobs or any other inaminate
objects.
Symptoms in men: Onset about three
to five days after sexual intercourse
with an infected partner. The discharge may be white or yellow, creamy,
thick discharge seeping out of the opening of the penis. There may be pain
and burning during voiding.
Symptoms in women: 80 per cent of
infection women do not have symptoms. They .may have burning while
voiding or a yellow-green vaginal discharge.
Complications : If untreated, sterility, heart problems, arthritis, blindness in new born babies if the mothers
are infected.

Treatment: See your doctor. He will
probably give you a shot of an antibiotic.
SYPHILLIS: How is it spread?

Same as above. By vaginal, anal
(Homosexual), oral genital, sexual
intercourse.
Symptoms things to watch for: The
first sign is usually a sore which appears 12-40 days after the syphillis
germs enter the body. It appears at
the point the germs entered the body
(usually the sex organs) and lasts
about a month. This results in a chancre. It may look like a pimple, blister,
or open sore. This sore will go away
but the germs do not. If not treated,
secondary signs may show three to six
weeks after the first sore. This may be
a rash on any part of the body (raised
bumps of different sizes), sores in
mouth, fever, headaches, sore thorat,
falling hair. Any or all ' of these signs
may be slight and eventually will go
away. However, the person will still be
infected with the syphillis germs.
Complications : If untreated, sterility, heart problems, arthiritis, blindness in new born babies if the mothers
are infected.
Treatment: See your. doctor. He will
probably give you a shot of an' antibiotic.

567
Places to go for help: Clinic
Broadway - 786-7411; Mount Carmel
Clinic - 120 Selkirk - 586-8086 ; Aliy
emergency department at any hospital.
There are pamphlets and V.D. handbooks at the Health Science.
-

-

Complications : If not treated, it will
cause blindness, insanity, heart disease, paralysis or deformity. Could
take from five to 20 years until the
problems show up.
Treatment: Same as for gonorrhea.
If you find out that you have V.D.,
it is your responsibility to inform all of
your contacts, so that they can seek
medical help immediately.

Gisele Pelletier
Linda Mach
Diploma Nursing'

Special
Diets
Are you a diabetic? Do you have ulcers
or some other problem (other than overweight) that requires you to have a
special diet?
We are attempting to find out what
problems you are having at the college
with your special dietary needs.
If you have a dietary problem such as
these would you jot down your suggestions or comments. Do the college
cafeterias have the type of food you require?

Please leave these comments at the
Student Association office by May 22,
1973.
Corine McKenzie
Jacqueline Nault
Diploma Nursing
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sports
NHL'er Visits RRCC
CLOSE-UP: BOB LEITER
OF THE ATLANTA FLAMES
Bobby Leiter, forward for the Atlanta Flames and the team's leading scorer, has completed his best season as a
professional hockey player. Born in
Winnipeg, Bobby helped the Winnipeg
Braves to a Memorial Cup triumph in
1959. He was later drafted by the Boston Bruins where he spent 7 years,
then wound up in Pittsburgh after a
brief spell in the minor leagues.
Bobby spoke in the Tower Lounge
last week. Thanks to Lynn Sigurdson,
John Hershman and Gordon Rivest for
bringing him in.

BOBBY LETIER ON:
FANS
Americans are more exuberant, more
gung-ho. They have real enthusiasm.
They love to see blood and fights. The
women are the most bloodthirsty of all.
The Canadians know the game much
better.
THE WHA
This league gives the lesser players a
chance and raises the salaries for all
those in professional hockey. Toronto
lost a lot of players to the WHA because
of the money involved. Their salaries
weren't that great and the WHA simply offered more. If a guy's a good
player the WHA will offer good money. The WHA would do terrible again-st

NHL Eastern division teams.

BOBBY.HULL
Bobby Hull is worth every penny of
the $2.75 million paid him by the Winnipeg Jets.
DEREK SANDERSON
He wasn't worth the money the Philadelphia Blazers shelled out. His ability is in his mouth. Derek's good. but
not great.
THE DRESSING ROOM
Within the next 10 years, women may
be playing on the hockey teams. Man,
the locker room parties would be a lot
of fun.
Between periods, the guys might
bicker and argue or just talk. But it's
usually just amongst the guys. I mean,
the coach isn't always there. He may
come in just before the period starts and
say a bit.
ORGANIZED CRIME IN SPORTS
The Mafia and other gangs are trying
to get in ,on it, but it's tough to break
into hockey unless you can get to the
goalie. In the NHL there's an FBI
agent in every city to help out any
players that might be getting harassed. He keeps track of the players to
see that everything is working out. I
haven't heard of anything in hockey.
The big time gamblers hang around
basketball and football more than
hockey.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS STAFF
Left to right - June Graham, Pam Loader, Susan Harder, Janis Baranyk, Freda Ellis. Missing - Simone Alarie, Brenda Thompson, Helen
Januszkowski.
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THE SEASON
Training camp opens in mid-September with about 35 guys. We skate from
9-11 and from 1-3 for the first three
weeks. Then we play about 10-12 exhibition games during the rest of the camp.
The only advantage to an exhibition
game is that you don't have to practice in the afternoon.
The training camp winds up around
October 6 or 7. We go to Atlanta and
spend a few days there. The regular
season starts. If you don't get in before
curfew the night before a game the
club fines you $10,000.
The season isn't bad the first two or
three months. About January it gets
tedious. You do get tired and besides
the game, you have to score a few
goals. In the off-season you really take
it easy. All summer you bum, play
golf. . . you can't do something that
might hurt you.
THE PRO HOCKEY PLAYER
The average salary of a hockey player is about $35,000. His average span is
about 12 to 15 years. Not many players
have degrees. If you have a degree behind you you're a lot better off.
A lot of • good players don't make it
in the professional leagues. Usually
they just have problems getting adjusted.
It used to be that even if you were
only 16 and the NHL thought you were
good, they snatched you up. Now you
have to be 20 years old or reach your
20th birthday during the hockey season.
It's a player's own personal choice
if he wants to do an advertisement. If
you want to wear the team sweater or
crest you need the advertiser's approval. Why do people idolize players? People put athletes above everyone else,
but they're just ordinary persons. But
a guy who plays hockey is idolized because it is the in thing now.
THE GAME
Seventy-five per cent of the game is
mental. You can go into a game physically well, but . if your head isn't
screwed on right you may as well go
home. A great player can play lousy
and a lousy player can play great. But
it's consistency that makes the difference between stars and super-stars.
about that announcement in the last issue. . . we had a purple haze down in the
Projector offices. . . only varsity team
members can go to the actual banquet,
but all intramural athletes are welcome at the social being held in the old
gym following the meal and presentation of awards. . . the social should
start rolling around 8:30 or 9:00. . . but
don't quote me on it. . .

sports editoria
by Murray Pura

The members of the Gonads floor
hockey team may still be celebrating
. . . they beat the Runts in two straight
games and swept the floor hockey final
. . . 3 2 and 11 2. . . last year's champs,
the Beavers, have been dethroned. . .
congratulations Gonads, but just wait
until next year. . . the Rangoon Racquet and Tea Club is going to be a
powerhouse. . . sure, go ahead, laugh,
but we got the fans on our side. . .basketball has also been completed in
both men's and women's divisions. .
staff once again won the men's title
as they defeated Business Administration 18-13.... yeah, the staff, took all the
marbles in the women's division too,
scraping by Med. Lab. 18-14. . . I ask
you, is this college run for students or
staff?. ... it's a good thing there isn't a
staff floor hockey team. . . anyways,
the intramural program is almost over
for this year. . . the only remaining
activities to be completed are badminton, co-ed volleyball, co-ed softball
and the annual golf tournament. . .
are you ready for the ball park...
Red River's annual co-ed softball
tourney will be held Friday, May 25,
at Tec Voc and Sargent Park grounds
beginning at 8:45 in the morning. . .
the tourney will run until about 4:30
in the afternoon. . . it will be a doubleelimination type of tournament, which
means that you'll get two chances to
die. . . entry deadline is this Friday,
May 18. . . only the first 24 teams to enter will be accepted. . . entry forms
and rules are available from June Graham in the new gym. . . so get moving
. . . any staff members who could possibly help out with some officiating are
asked to call June at 398. . . we need
some umpires with guts. . . it'll be a
hairy day on the diamond next week.. .
. . . I got to hear part of Bob Leiter's
talk in the Tower Lounge last Wednesday. . . it was very revealing. . . we all
know Bob is a good old home-town boy,
who along with Teddie Green and various others too numerous to mention,
led the Winnipeg Braves to a Memorial Cup victory in 1959. . . Bobby's
been kicking around the NHL for at
least ten years. .. he played with Boston and Pittsburgh before winding up
in Atlanta. . . had his best season ever
this year. . . speaking of home-town
celebrities, guess who may show up
for the annual sports banquet here at
the college on May 25. . . big number
7 for the Blue Bombers, Donald Jonas
. . . now, this isn't confirmed yet or
anything, but that banquet gets better
looking all the time, doesn't it. . . sorry
-

-

A good record is winning only 45
games out of 78. If you can get one point
off a big team, like Montreal or Chicago.
you're doing pretty well. But you
can't have a defeatist attitude. You've
got to have confidence.

THE STANLEY CUP
Montreal is a tough team to play, but
I'd really like to see Chicago win.

Red River College's
Annual Sports Banquet
Where: The Voyageur Inn at RRCC
When: Friday, May 25, 5:30 p.m.
Who: All members of Varsity teams
Cosi: $1.25 per Varsity team member,
$2.50 per couple
What: Presentation of awards to various
athletes
Social following banquet in old gym
All welcome to social
—

4c

MEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS S TAFF

oMorisn , Mike Boroskae,
Bill Barbaza.

Back row (left to right) - Alf Leite, Ted Dunsford, Roy Burkett, Lance
Fletcher.

FLOOR HOCKEY GONADS

Front row left to right: Dave McFetridge, Lee Drader, Doug Rokouetsky,
Randy Wlosek, Murray Smith.
Middle row left to right: Glen Sulkers, Tonni Buus.
Back row left to right: Derek Stefanyshyn, Alain Deforel, Rennie Lapp,
Eric Rawlings, Bill Amundsen, Mike Hebert, Scott Purdy.
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Peter Gibson struggled to paste a look of nonchalance on
his face as he pulled the GTO against the curb at his friend's
house. He lit a cigarette and choked on the first long drag,
stomach heaving. He grimaced, exhaled with painstaking
care, and threw the cigarette onto the street.
Fred Chister paced across the front lawn, hooting, "Well
look at the hot shot. Just learned to drive and already he's
got his own new car."
Words came in bursts from Peter's mouth. "Do you think
it's okay, Fred? It's not mine, you know. Dad figures I
shouldn't have a car of my own, but he said I could use this
one whenever I wanted to. He's going to keep his Volks for
driving to work."
"Oh crap," shot Fred. "And he'll let you have it only
when you want it? And how often does he think you'll want
it? Once a month? It's all yours and you know it! What
luck!"
Peter stared at the wheel for a moment,. looked up, and
asked,,"Want to come for a ride?"
"What do you think? Gonna let me drive?'
Peter, frowning at the wheel again, countered, "Hell,
Fred. You've been driving for almost a year. I want a
chance. And it is my car."
Fred grinned. bent the aerial back as far as it would go,
and let it whip back and forth. "Sure, sport! Wait a second."
He ran into his house, and within seconds returned with a
coat and small bag. He slid into the car and tucked the bag
under the seat.
Eyebrows raised, Peter said, "What's in the bag?"
"Just a little bottle, my friend. Or doesn't Mr Motorist
allow alcoholic beverages in his shiny new showpiece?"
Peter pulled the car away from the curb. The boys drove
all around the neighbourhood, waving at their friends, and
stopping to talk to anyone special. Darkness was beginning
to settle in when Fred moaned, "Let's get out in the open
road and get some breeze in here. I'm roasting!"
At the outskirts of town, Peter held a tight grip on the
wheel with damp palms. At the last set of traffic lights,
Fred chided, "Well let's make this thing go. This is a high
performance car, Pete, my boy. You've got to drive it like
one."
Peter grinned for a second and swallowed. Damn stomach was jumping again. The footfeed went to the floor. The
car sat back and hesitated for an instant, as if taking its
bearing • before lift-off. At the next instant, the boys' heads
were snapped back as the rear tires applied two pure black
stretches of rubber Ito the pavement. Peter Gibson's shiny

new GTO blasted down the highway with a throaty roar.
With • each shift, more small patches of rubber adorned the
roadway.
Peter soon slowed to the speed limit, and struggled to appear calm as he reached for a cigarette. Fred twisted the
cap off the bottle and howled in Peter's ear. "Holy Christ,
Pete! Does this thing move!"
Fred stuck the bottle in his companion's face. Peter took a
swallow and fought to keep it swallowed; visions of gasoline being pumped into his mouth flashed through his skull.
"What say we get off the main road?"
Fred said nothing. He splashed some whiskey into his
mouth, and splashed even more onto the dash. Peter only
frowned, and turned onto a dirt road.
The car lights went out, but the radio blared as the GTO
pulled over to the side of the deserted trail, only a few
yards from a railway crossing. The boys laughed. drank
whiskey, sang,' told bullshit stories, and drank whiskey.
"Howlonng we bin sitting here?" queried Peter as he
made vain attempts to land his ashes in the ashtray.
Fred gazed at him through the bottle, and answered:
"About three hours, you assole. Can't you read your
watch?"
"Oh."
Peter clutched the wheel with one hand and the back of
the seat with the other. He squinted grimly as he stared at
Fred.
"What in the hell are you staring at?"
"I'm trying to make myself see. only one of you," he giggled. "but you keep trying to be two. God only knows. one of
you is enough!" He turned his head and talked to the stars.
"Citizens! Meet Fred Chister! My friend until death do us
apart-part-part!" A resounding burp brought his head back
into the car and he eyed Fred and he laughed. convulsively.
Fred looked outside, tight-lipped. He sighed, graced his
countenance with a smile and parleyed, "Ah, but the fact
that you see two of me was brought on yourself only by your
own sheer stupidity." Again he reduced the contents of the
bottle. "How shall we introduce you to the blackness outside? Meet Mr Gibson! An all-round good kid! Mr perfect
son; a boy any father would be proud of. Mr perfect student.
Mr perfect athlete. Mr perfect prick."
"Bugger off, will you. You're not half so great as you
think you are."
Fred clenched his fists. "Shut up Gibson. Let's get out of
here."
"I like it here. Besides, I only brought one Fred with me,
so I'm only taking one back. I still sees two besides me so
I'm gonna wait til one goes away."
Peter put all his heart into a long drag from his cigarette,
and burst into laughter and suddenly choked and grabbed
his stomach and grabbed for the door-handle and missed
the door-handle and puked all over himself.
Fred let out a long war-whoop. "Wheee-haaa! Will you
look at that. Your old man's gonna have your ass! This is
too much. Flash! Big kid barfs on back road! Barfs in his
car, though! Must be some kind of ecology nut! Won't puke
on the scenery!"
Peter finally found his way outside and heaved for ten
minutes. His head spun dizzily on his shoulders. Fred danced all around the car, continuing his praise of solid citizens.
Leaning back against the car, Peter ventured, "I guess
I'll be alright. I feel better now."
Fred, still dancing around the car, sang, "Oh, ten-to-one
you'll live. I haven't seen it kill anyone yet. Or do you want
me to rush you to the hospital?" he added gleefully. He took
• Peter's coat from the back and laid it on the driver's seat.
"Get in, my friend and stalwart cohort. And I'll do my best
to 'maneuver this beast."
Peter opened his eyes at the same time that he opened his
mouth to protest, saw three Fred Chisters, and made his
way to the passenger side.

Feed slumped into the seat and rubbed his eyes, trying to
erase the blur. His eyes widened as he noticed the railway
crossing signs. "Say there, companion of mine. In order
to convey ourselves back to our respective places of residence, I'll show you a little trick I came across in my jaded
past."
The engine fired. and the youth brought the car up to the
railway tracks. Cramping the wheel sharply, .Me brought
the car to a position parallel to the tracks.
"What are you gonna do?" moaned Peter. "These tracks
aren't for cars."
"Ah yes, but cars can function quite well on those shiny
steel rails." •
"Quit talking like you know everything and get back on
the road."
Chuckling, Fred continued manuveuring the GTO until
the wheels were all placed squarely on the rails. He let go
of the wheel, accelerated slowly, and the car stuck to the
rails, smoothly gliding back towards 'town.
Peter shook his head like a groggy pup. He peered through
the windshield, and then at the driver. "Ohhh'! What if this
thing falls off the rails? There won't be anything left but
pieces."
"Quit your crying! Look at it this way. There's no traffic
to contend with. I'll go faster, so we'll be in town in ten
minutes. I've heard you can go seventy on the tracks, and
now I believe it!"
The radio was turned up. Fred pounded his hands on the
dash, keeping time with the music. Peter leaned forward
and chewed silently on his thumbnail.
"Fred, what's that?" Fred pounded relentlessly on the
dash. "Jesus, Fred! Jesus, what's that light?" Peter's
voice had broken into a whine.
"What's what?" Fred glanced into the mirror. He snapped
his head around, face ridden with shock. "It's a light. Oh.
Christ, it's a train!"
Peter was bolt upright in the seat, eyes pried open. "Get
off the tracks, Fred! Get off!"
"I can't just drive off. Wait'll we get to an intersection." Peter was screaming now. "It's almost caught us!
Get off, Fred, get off !.It'll hit us!"
Fred gawked at the train, face frozen. Then he turned,
grabbed the wheel, and stepped on the brake. The GTO fell
off the rails and began to pound and crash along the ties.
He cramped the wheel, but the car would not jump out of
the slot formed by the rails.
A ghost sat in the passenger seat. "You're wrecking my
bloody car. Drive it off! Peter began to tear at the driver's
arm and shirt. "Drive it, off!"
The light loomed larger and larger behind them. The
train's horn began to wail determinedly. The light was on
top of them now, illuminating the car.
Fred slammed on the brakes, bringing the car to a shattering halt. "Get out Peter! The train! It'll hit us! Get
out!" Both doors flew open. Fred dove into the weeds, and
tumbled to the bottom of the ditch. crying. The earth shook
as the train howled forward.
Picking himself up, Fred slowly turned his gaze to the
GTO. Peter Gibson was at the wheel, trying to make his
prize climb the rails, so he could drive it to safety. Trying.
The car wouldn't move. Fred stepped forward, but the brilliant light of the train blinded him.
The new GTO did not move until it suffered the impact of
the thundering diesel engine, backed by a half-mile of
freight cars. Fred's only movement was his jaw, biting the
teeth through the lip.
At 11:45 p.m. Friday, a freight train was in collision, at
65 miles per hour, with a shiny new GTO. On impact, the
rear of the car was pushed up to the black. leather bucket
seats. It then overturned on the railway tracks. It was then
struck again by the same freight train. It spun dizzily on

its roof along the rails, giving off two perfect streams of
sparks. The car then took leave of the tracks, and rolled
over many times through a ditch. It then attempted to shear
off a light standard, but lacked the required inertia. Consequently, the new GTO became wrapped around the standard, a conveniently packed parcel for the disposal. grounds.
At 11:48 p.m., the train had stopped. Muffled shouts could
be heard all along the column of box-cars. Flashlights flickered, beams bouncing up and down as the arms of the men
pumped at a dead run.
Fred Chister did not approach the shiny new GTO. What
could he do? There was no hope. Peter Gibson's severed
head spun dizzily on the gravel between two steel rails.

projector scope
Question: Why is the Hairdressing shop closing earlier
now? How can the Hairdressing students be prepared to
work in the field when their practical experience doesn't
match the situation they meet when they go out and get a
job?
Answer: Mrs McKibbin, Hairdressing Instructor, said the
shop now closes at 3:50, only 15 minutes earlier than it used
to close. However, it now opens at 8:00, when it formerly
opened at 8:30. She said that often the second term students
get no breaks during this period, even though breaks are
scheduled, because they are involved in long processes like
coloring and cold waves.
She stressed that the instructors and students in the Hair- ,
dressing course are striving for quality, not quantity. She
added that this matches the situation in the trade where the
emphasis is changing.. away from a fast *job to a good job
well done. Hairdressing services have become more expensive, and the customers want a better job done for their
money.
Mrs McKibbin added that the important thing to remember is that customers are a teaching aid for the hairdressing
course. The hairdressing shop is a classroom, not a business.
Question: Why has the Buffalo Place changed to the chocolate milk to Vi-Co chocolate drink? Is it real milk? If it is
real milk, why is it called a chocolate drink?
Answer: J.C. Cartwright, Head of Food Services, explained that contracts to supply RRCC with milk are made every
three months. The different dairies submit tenders, and the
contract is given to the dairy that will supply the best quality at the lowest price. He added that the contract negotiations are not handled by anyone at the college, but by the
government. The change in products occurs when a different dairy gets the contract.
It seems that as soon as milk has anything added to it,
(like chocolate flavoring) it cannot, by law, be called milk.
It must then be called a drink. (So the Vi-Co chocolate
drink is in fact milk.) Mr Cartwright explained that it is
more costly, in terms of labor and machinery costs, for the
dairies to use milk powders than to use fresh milk, so they
are not likely to use powdered milk.
Mr Cartwright said that the amount of chocolate drink
sold in the Buffalo has decreased slightly since April 1,
(the date of the change-over to Vi-Coi However, he could
not be specific about the size of the decrease. Wondering
whether the people who quit getting chocolate drink from
the Buffalo started buying it from the machines, I asked
the man who services the vending machines about it. He
said there hadn't been any noticeable increase in the chocolate drink bought. (It's still the same — four tithes as
much chocolate as white• milk bought from the machines.
Interestingly, the Buffalo has always sold more white milk
than chocolate.)
By the way, Mr Cartwright welcomes all comments
about the food. Contracts can be cancelled, if it can be
proved that a product is of inferior quality.
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